Outdoor Window Graphic
Installation Instructions
Weather plays a role in vinyl application to glass. A time of day when the window is cool and
out of direct sunlight is recommended. Optimum outdoor temperature should be between 50
and 75 degrees Fahrenheit.
1. Clean window thoroughly with rubbing alcohol or alcohol based window cleaner, paying
special attention to outside edges. Let dry thoroughly.
2. Hold window film up to selected window and assure it is the correct size.
3. Make sure the panel is properly aligned on the window, securing it in place with a strip of
tape, horizontally, about 8" down from the top.
4. Lay the upper portion down over the lower using the tape as a sort of hinge.
5. Peel the liner/ backer up evenly and slice it off and discard it.
6. Lift the upper portion up and without it touching the glass lightly burnish it from the center
out, up and across, using smooth long horizontal strokes, until you have that upper portion all
laid down onto the glass.
7. Now lifting up the lower portion slightly reach under it and start to peel the liner downward,
burnishing the graphic down using the same horizontal smooth long strokes, easing the liner /
backer down as you go, keeping slight tension on the graphic from the bottom edge to keep it
straight and smooth.
8. Go over the entire graphic one more time with your burnisher to ensure it is attached to the
window and that you have no wrinkles.
Alternately, if using a small graphic:
Peel the upper 6" of liner back, hold it up in place and burnish it down, then peel the lower liner
down as you go and burnish it down.
Multiple Panel Preparation:
As the substrate is 53” wide, larger windows will be in multiple pieces. Prepare the individual
panels by laying them out on a flat clean surface. Align the panels and observe for areas of
overlap, which may require trimming. Trim the panels as needed with a razor knife and straight
edge. Begin installation on one side and continue to add panels in sequence using care not to
disturb neighboring panels when removing air bubbles from adjacent panels.
All in all it is much easier than it looks.
Please contact us if you have any questions or need assistance.
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